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ABSTRACT

As energy consumption has become a major constraint in
current system design, it is essential to look beyond the traditional low-power circuit and architectural optimizations.
Further, software is becoming an increasing portion of embedded/portable systems. Consequently, optimizing the software in conjunction with the underlying low-power hardware
features such as voltage scaling is vital.
In this paper, we present two compiler-directed energy optimization strategies based on voltage scaling: static voltage
scaling and dynamic voltage scaling. In static voltage scaling, the compiler determines a single supply voltage level for
the entire input program. We primarily aim at improving
the energy consumption of a given code without increasing
its execution time. To accomplish this, we employ classical
loop-level compiler optimizations. However, we use these
optimizations to create opportunities for voltage scaling to
save energy, rather than increase program performance.
In dynamic voltage scaling, the compiler can select di erent supply voltage levels for di erent parts of the code. Our
compilation strategy is based on integer linear programming
and can accommodate energy/performance constraints. For
a benchmark suite of array-based scienti c codes and embedded video/image applications, our experiments show average energy savings of 31.8% when static voltage scaling
is used. Our dynamic voltage scaling strategy saves 15.3%
more energy than static voltage scaling when invoked under
the same performance constraints.
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1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

With the increasingly widespread use of embedded/portable
devices, minimizing energy consumption is being promoted
to a rst-class status in system design [3]. Research community is in consensus that both hardware based and software
based work is necessary to improve energy behavior of applications. Over the years, signi cant progress has been made
in the area of low-power circuit and system design (see, for
example, [9, 8] and the references therein). The software
work is, however, still in its infancy. One of the areas that
are in much need of work is energy-aware compilers. This
is particularly true for a class of embedded systems where
software constitutes a signi cant portion. A critical issue is
to design and implement energy- conscious compilers that
improve not only execution time but also energy/power behavior. In this direction, there are two important questions
that need to be answered:
 Are current performance-oriented compiler optimizations suitable from the energy perspective? And, if
not, how should they be modi ed to become energy
ecient?
 Are there pure energy-oriented compiler optimizations
that do not a ect execution time? And, how do these
optimizations interact with pure performance-oriented
techniques?
Both these questions are important, and we believe that
they will be the focus of the energy-oriented compiler work
for the next couple of years. Note that even high-end desktop systems and servers can make use of energy optimizations for economical and environmental reasons. An example of studies related to the rst question posed above is
investigating the energy behavior of classical compiler optimizations. For example, a few studies (e.g., [36, 26]) indicate
that well-known loop-level optimizations such as iteration
space tiling (also known as loop blocking) improve memory
energy behavior (in addition to improving the time spent in
memory accesses). This is in a sense an ideal scenario where
we get both performance and energy bene ts by employing
a well-studied compiler optimization for which robust implementations exist. Exploiting low-power operating modes
that exist in some memory systems is a study that helps us

to answer the second question above. Previous work [12]
shows that the compiler is in a good position (in some embedded systems) to place unused memory banks into lowpower operating modes (e.g., sleep mode) to conserve energy. While there is a danger that some performance penalty
might be incurred if a bank in the sleep mode is called back
to service a memory request, the compiler can use a preactivation strategy that brings the bank back to the active
mode (fully-operational mode) before it is required. A similar pre-activation strategy is used in [18] on managing a
wireless card through hibernation in the context of remote
virtual memory. Such pre-activation strategies are particularly suitable for systems which execute image and video
processing applications that exhibit regular data access patterns.
In this paper, we focus on voltage scaling and show how
an optimizing compiler can take advantage of this technique
to reduce energy consumption. More speci cally, we present
two di erent compiler-directed energy optimization strategies based on voltage scaling. In the rst optimization strategy, called static voltage scaling, we primarily aim at improving the energy consumption of a given code without increasing its execution time. To accomplish this, we employ
classical loop-oriented compiler optimizations such as loop
permutation, tiling, and loop fusion and distribution [41].
However, in contrast to popular performance-oriented optimization strategies adopted by current optimizing compilers
in which these optimizations are used to reduce the number
of execution cycles, we use these optimizations explicitly for
improving energy behavior. Speci cally, our approach rst
takes a given code and optimizes it using loop-level transformations (as if optimizing for high performance). If the
code is run after these transformations, it would normally
run much faster than the original (input) code. However,
instead of doing so, our approach scales down the supply
voltage to the CPU so that the execution time of this optimized code becomes the same as the execution time of the
original code. However, since reducing supply voltage has a
quadratic e ect on dynamic energy consumption (that is, it
reduces dynamic energy quadratically), the optimized code
(with voltage scaling) would have much lower energy consumption than the original one (without voltage scaling).
Note that this optimization strategy uses the same (scaled)
voltage for the entire execution of the optimized code. In the
second optimization strategy, called dynamic voltage scaling,
we relax this constraint and allow di erent parts of the application to be executed under di erent supply voltage levels.
This strategy is based on integer linear programming and
can accommodate energy/performance constraints. Clearly,
our strategies employ a deadline-based approach where we
assume that there is a performance upper-bound, and going beyond this bound (i.e., increasing the performance further) is not necessary. Instead, we try to convert the potential performance surplus to energy bene ts. Note that this
deadline-based approach makes sense in many real-time embedded environments.
This paper makes the following major contributions:
 It presents a strategy where classical loop-level optimization techniques are used for improving energy
consumption rather than improving execution time.
Our experiments with a suite of array-dominated codes
from scienti c and embedded image/video domains indicate that, on the average, 31.8% energy savings are

possible by sacri cing a 20.8% potential performance
improvement (had we not used voltage reduction).

 It presents an ILP (integer linear programming) based

compilation strategy that compiles a given code under multiple energy and performance constraints. Our
dynamic voltage scaling strategy selects the best supply voltage for each loop nest in the code taking into
account the overhead of scaling the supply voltage between the neighboring nest. The constraints considered during compilation can be automatically derived
by analyzing the application code and its execution
environment, or alternately, can be explicitly speci ed
by the user. Our preliminary results reveal that this
dynamic voltage scaling strategy saves 15.3% more energy than static voltage scaling when invoked under
the same performance (execution time) constraint.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we revise the concept of supply voltage reduction
and its impact on energy consumption and execution time.
In Section 3, we present our static voltage scaling strategy,
show how high-level compiler optimizations can be used for
energy reduction, and report experimental data. In Section 4, we present our dynamic voltage scaling strategy that
employs di erent supply voltage levels for di erent parts of
the code. In Section 5, we discuss related work, and we
conclude the paper with a summary and a brief outline of
future work in Section 6.
2. VOLTAGE SCALING BASICS

Dynamic energy consumption is the dominant energy consumption in today's CMOS circuits, and is proportional to
KCV 2 , where K is the switching rate, C is the capacitance,
and V is the supply voltage [9]. It is easy to see that reducing V has a quadratic e ect on dynamic energy consumption. Based on this observation, many previous studies (e.g.,
[33, 29, 6]) investigated voltage scaling (reduction) for low
energy. Di erent voltage scaling techniques based on reliability concerns, transistor sizing, threshold voltage reduction, and architectural improvements have been proposed
and evaluated. While these techniques bring about large
reductions in energy consumption, reducing supply voltage
has a negative impact on execution time. Speci cally, the
delay (clock cycle time) for a given circuit is proportional
to V=(V , Vt)2 , where Vt is the threshold voltage. So, reducing supply voltage increases clock cycle time; that is, it
requires a corresponding decrease in clock speed. Since execution time of the code can be written as LT where L is
the number of clock cycles and T is the clock cycle time, reducing the supply voltage increases the execution time. In
other words, voltage scaling exhibits an interesting tradeo
between energy and performance.
Voltage scaling is useful in many contexts. In operating systems (OS) area, dynamic voltage scaling (e.g., [40])
assigns suitable operating voltages to di erent tasks if doing so does not violate any deadline. Recently, a couple
of compiler-based studies (e.g., [20, 21]) have suggested employing low supply voltage in selected portions of the code to
reduce overall energy consumption without an excessive increase in execution time. In [20], the authors identify a single
region per application and apply dynamic voltage scaling.
Compiler-directed voltage scaling is particularly suitable for
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Figure 1: Di erent execution pro les. (a) Original
execution pro le. (b) Impact of code optimization.
(c) Impact of voltage scaling on the optimized code.
(d) Voltage scaling while improving over the original
pro le. (e) Aggressive voltage scaling (sacri cing
performance).
embedded systems that run a single (or a small set of) application(s). Depending on compiler's capability of estimating
relative execution times of di erent portions of the code, it
can assign the most suitable voltage for each portion.
3.

STATIC VOLTAGE SCALING

In this section, we present a compiler-directed energy optimization strategy based on voltage scaling. We refer to
this strategy as static voltage scaling as the supply voltage
(once it has been set to a value) is not changed during the
course of execution. Our approach is based on the following
idea. Applying performance-enhancing optimizations to a
given code creates a performance slack, which can be dened as the di erence between the original (unoptimized)
execution time and the optimized execution time. The current trend in optimizing compilers is to exploit this slack
to reduce execution time. This slack, however, can also be
exploited by converting it to energy reduction as explained
below.
3.1 Approach

Let Vo be the original supply voltage. This gives us a
dynamic energy consumption of Eo which is proportional to
KCVo 2 and a2 clock cycle time of To which is proportional to
Vo =(Vo , Vt ) . Now, let us assume that, after the optimizations, we have a new (optimized) execution time. Note that
this new execution time (like the original one) is obtained
using the supply voltage Vo . Suppose now that the supply
voltage is reduced to a value of Vr (< Vo ), which means that
the clock cycle time becomes proportional to Vr =(Vr , Vt )2 .
This does not change the number of the cycles that the (optimized) code will take, but it increases the overall execution
time as the execution time is the product of the clock cycle
time and the number of cycles. Now, if we are able to select
a suitable Vr value to make this last execution time (that of
the optimized code after voltage scaling) equal to the original one (with the default supply voltage Vo), we would make
the execution time of the optimized code same as that of the
original code. However, since Vr < Vo , we have a reduction
on energy consumption. Note that this is, in a sense, the use
of compiler optimizations for reducing energy consumption
instead of execution time.
However, the analysis presented above is not very accurate when we consider a computing system with CPU and
o -chip memory. This is because it may not be a very good
idea to slow down the memory system by applying voltage

scaling, as memory components already work with slower
frequencies and employ a reduced voltage swing [9]. In fact,
the latency formulation mentioned above (that involves supply voltage and threshold voltage) does not apply to memory
components directly. Based on this observation, we need to
focus on scaling voltage only for the CPU components (onchip components). This requires a slight modi cation to
our approach. The modi ed approach proceeds as follows.
First, the loop-level compiler optimizations are applied to
the input code. Then, the total execution cycles of the resulting optimized code are divided into two portions: CPU
cycles and memory cycles, the latter of which are spent during waiting for a memory access to complete. After that,
the supply voltage to the CPU is scaled down such that the
overall execution time (after scaling) becomes the same as
that of the original code.
This scenario is depicted in Figure 1 for an example application. Figure 1(a) shows breakdown of the execution prole of the original (unoptimized) code into two segments:
CPU and o -chip memory. After the optimizations, the o chip memory part is, hopefully, reduced signi cantly. Depending on the types and overhead of the compiler optimizations used, the CPU portion can increase, decrease, or
stay the same. The execution pro le after the optimization
is illustrated in Figure 1(b). Now, when we apply supply
voltage scaling to the CPU part, we obtain the pro le in
Figure 1(c). The supply voltage is selected such that the
length of the pro le in Figure 1(c) is equal to that of the
original pro le in Figure 1(a). In mathematical terms, let
Xo = Lo To be the original execution time (in terms of cycles). Here, Lo and To are the original number of execution
cycles and clock cycle time, respectively. Assume further
that Xi = Li To is the execution time after the compiler
optimizations. We can decompose this optimized time into
two portions Xi = Licpu To + Xm , where Licpu is the number of cycles spent in CPU and and Xm is the time spent in
o -chip memory accesses. Obviously, if the optimization is
successful, we have Li < Lo . We now apply voltage scaling
and obtain a new clock cycle time, Tr , for the CPU such that
the execution time, Xn = Licpu Tr + Xm , becomes equal to
Xo .
There are a couple of issues that need to be clari ed before
continuing. First, in order for this voltage scaling strategy to
be successful, the energy consumption of the optimized code
with voltage scaling should be less than its energy consumption without voltage scaling. Otherwise, there is no point in
using the voltage scaled version as the code before voltage
scaling has typically much better execution time. Second, it
is also interesting to study the impact of this energy optimization on energy-delay product. Let Xo be original execution time of the original code and let Xi be the optimized execution time if we do not use any voltage scaling. The energy
consumption of the original code Eo is related to the new energy consumption after optimizing the code and scaling the
supply voltage, En , by En = Eo Vr 2 =Vo 2 . Now, by applying
dynamic voltage scaling to the optimized code, we change
its energy-delay product from Xi Ei to Xo EoVr 2 =Vo 2 , where
Ei is the energy consumption of the optimized code before
voltage reduction. We can typically expect that Ei < Eo (as
these compiler optimizations decrease the energy consumed
in the memory system signi cantly [26]) and Xi < Xo which
means that Xi Ei < Xo Eo. Consequently, in order to get
an energy-delay improvement using our static voltage scal-

ing approach, the magnitude of the ratio Vr 2 =Vo 2 should
be small enough to make a di erence. Therefore, while the
analysis in the previous section reduces dynamic energy consumption without negatively impacting execution time, it
does not guarantee that the resulting code has an acceptable energy-delay product. This is because it is possible
that Xi Ei < Xo EoVr 2 =Vo 2 may be true even after voltage
scaling; that is, the energy-delay product of the optimized
code before voltage scaling might be lower than that after
voltage scaling. An alternative objective then is to minimize
the energy-delay product, which can be done as follows. Let
the energy-delay product of a given code be proportional to
KCVo 2 Vo=(Vo , Vt)2 , 2where KCVo 2 is the energy consumption and Vo =(Vo , Vt ) is the clock cycle time. To minimize
this value, we can take the derivative of this expression with
respect to Vo and make it equal to 0. It can be shown that
this gives us a Vo value of 3Vt . While this code may not have
a good performance as it is not optimized, we can apply the
same idea to the loop-transformed (optimized) code as well.
In other words, if we rst optimize the code and then scale
down the supply voltage to 3Vt , we obtain a version of the
optimized code with the minimum energy-delay product.
It should also be noted that while we have focused so
far on a scenario where the execution time of the compileroptimized code after voltage scaling is equal to the original
execution time (without voltage scaling), that is, Xo = Xn ,
our strategy is exible in the sense that it is possible to
improve over the original execution time while still saving
energy. Figure 1(d) illustrates this case. The energy savings
in this case would not be as high as those in Figure 1(c), but
the performance is better. It is also possible to obtain even
larger energy savings (than Figure 1(c)) if we are willing to
sacri ce more performance. Figure 1(e) depicts a scenario
where the execution time after voltage scaling is higher than
the original one. In general, we can use our approach to
compile a given code under a given performance (execution
time) constraint. For example, suppose that the original
execution time is Xo and the optimized execution time is
Xi . If we have an execution time upper-bound Xmax which
is higher than Xi , then we can scale down the voltage such
that the execution time (Xi ) becomes Xmax . In other words,
unnecessary performance slack can be converted into energy
bene t. It should be emphasized that in many embedded
systems energy concerns are as critical as (and sometimes
more important than) performance constraints.
3.2 Evaluation

To evaluate the e ectiveness of our strategy, we tested it
using a set of array-dominated applications. Let us start
by giving some information about our simulation environment. In this work, in order to obtain energy values and
execution cycles for di erent code versions (with potentially
di erent supply voltage levels), we use SimplePower [39], an
architectural-level, cycle-accurate energy simulator. SimplePower is an execution-driven power estimation tool. It is
based on the architecture of a ve-stage pipelined data-path.
The instruction set architecture is a subset of the instruction set of SimpleScalar, which is a suite of publicly available tools to simulate modern microprocessors [5]. The major components of SimplePower are SimplePower core, RTL
power estimation interface, technology dependent switch capacitance tables, cache/bus simulator, and loader. The SimplePower core simulates the activities of all the functional

Parameter

Default Supply Voltage (without scaling)
Threshold Voltage
Technology Parameter
Data Cache Configuration
Data Cache Hit Latency
Memory Access Latency
Per Access Read Energy for Data Cache
Per Access Write Energy for Data Cache
Per Access Energy for Memory
On-Chip Bus Transaction Energy
Off-Chip Bus Transaction Energy
Per Cycle Clock Energy

Value

2.5V
0.4V
0.25 micron
32 KB, 2-way
1 cycle
100 cycles
0.20 nJ
0.21 nJ
4.95 nJ
0.04 nJ
3.48 nJ
0.18 nJ

Figure 2: Con guration parameters for the energy
simulator.
units and calls the corresponding power estimation interfaces to nd the switched capacitances. These interfaces
can be con gured to operate with energy tables based on
di erent micron technologies. Transition sensitive [39], technology dependent switch capacitance tables are available for
the di erent functional units such as adders, ALU, multipliers, shifter, register le, pipeline registers, and multiplexors.
The SimplePower core continues the simulation until a prede ned program halt instruction is fetched. Once the simulator fetches this instruction, it continues executing all the
instructions left in the pipeline, and then dumps the output. The cache simulator of SimplePower is interfaced with
an analytical memory energy model derived from that proposed by Shiue and Chakrabarti [36]. The memory energy
is divided into that consumed by the cache decoders, cache
cell array, the buses between the cache and main memory,
and the main memory. The components of the cache energy is computed using analytical energy formulations. An
enhanced version of the simulator also reports clock energy
using models built in-house [13]. The energy models utilized
in the simulator are within 8% error margin of measurement
from real systems [7]. The energy simulator can work under
the assumption of di erent supply voltages and micron technologies. It can be con gured using the command line to set
the caches parameters, output the pipeline trace cycle-bycycle, and dump the memory image. SimplePower provides
the total number of cycles in execution and the energy consumption in di erent system components (data-path, clock,
cache, memory and buses).
The architecture considered in this work is a single-issue
embedded processor with ve-stage pipeline operating at
200MHz. The con guration used by the simulator is summarized in Figure 2. In this work, we focus on energy consumed in (on-chip) data cache, o -chip memory, processor
core (data-path), and clock circuitry. Consequently, in the
rest of the paper, when we say energy consumption, what
we mean is the energy consumed in these four components.
As mentioned earlier, in this work, we apply voltage scaling
to the on-chip components only.
Figure 3 gives important characteristics of the benchmark
codes used in this study. We used eight benchmarks to
test the e ectiveness of our energy saving strategy. The
rst six benchmarks are array-intensive scienti c applications whereas the last two codes are from image processing
domain (motion estimation and jpeg encoder/decoder). The
third column gives the total dataset size for each code. The
fourth and fth columns in Figure 3 give the energy consumptions (in microjoules) and execution times (in msec)

Benchmark
aps
btrix
eflux
tomcatv
tsf
vpenta
hier
jpeg

Source

Perfect Club
Spec
Perfect Club
Spec
Perfect Club
Spec

Input Energy

Time

121KB
2481.6
1742.7
207KB 298250.3 88492.2
290KB 21599.0 15363.1
274KB 62882.8 16311.3
130KB 61680.0 23761.8
147KB 521389.5 234521.0
130KB
9128.4
6628.7
224KB 407101.5 186275.3

Figure 3: Benchmark codes used in the experiments.
for the original (unoptimized) codes when executed using a
2.5V supply voltage.
To obtain the optimized versions of these codes, we used
four di erent loop-level compiler optimizations employed by
many optimizing compilers from academia and industry:
loop permutation, loop tiling, loop fusion, and loop distribution [41]. We selected these speci c optimizations because of two reasons: rst, these loop-level techniques are
well-known and widely used by many optimizing compilers
from academia and industry. Second, these optimizations
are known to improve the data locality behavior of arrayintensive codes signi cantly. In fact, for applications where
the major performance bottleneck is poor cache behavior,
these optimizations can be very useful [41]. Our optimization strategy is as follows. First, we apply aggressive loop
ssion to isolate as many loops as possible. After that, we
use loop fusion to combine loops that access the same set of
arrays. In a sense, this step converts inter-nest data reuse
to intra-nest data reuse. Then, each nest is optimized for locality using the approach explained in Li's thesis [27]. More
speci cally, for each nest, we rst apply linear loop transformations to exploit spatial and temporal reuse in the innermost loop, and then use tiling to take advantage of temporal
reuse in outer loop positions. All these loop-level optimizations have been implemented using the SUIF infrastructure
[2]. The tile sizes used in tiling are selected after experimenting with a large number of alternative sizes. The resulting
C codes are then compiled using the low-level compiler in
the SimplePower infrastructure (which is a variant of gcc).
Figure 4 shows the energy consumptions for three di erent versions of each benchmark code in our experimental
suite: the unoptimized code with the original supply voltage (denoted OR), the optimized code before voltage scaling
(denoted BV), and the optimized code after voltage scaling
(denoted AV). All values given in this gure are normalized
with respect to the energy consumption of the unoptimized
code. We see that, on the average, the BV and AV versions
improve the energy consumption of the original codes by
13.9% and 31.8%, respectively. Figure 5 gives the execution
times of these three versions normalized with respect to OR.
We observe from this gure that, if we do not use voltage
scaling, the optimized codes would run 20.8% faster on the
average. It should be mentioned that, due to discrete voltage levels that we used, in some cases, it was not possible
to scale (reduce) the voltage such that the execution time
of the optimized code (after scaling) would exactly be the
same as the original execution time (with our original supply
voltage of 2.5V).

Figure 4: Normalized energy consumption.
4. DYNAMIC VOLTAGE SCALING

The approach presented in the previous section used the
same scaled voltage level for the entire execution of the optimized code. In this section, we present a strategy that uses
multiple supply voltages within the execution of the same
application. Our approach is based on integer linear programming (ILP). An ILP problem is a linear programming
problem in which the optimization parameters (solution vector elements) are restricted to be integers. The speci c version of the ILP employed in this work is called zero-one ILP
(ZILP), where we further restrict each integer variable to
be either zero or one. While ILP solutions are known to
be time-consuming, the number of variables and constraints
used in this work is fairly low; making this a viable approach.
In fact, in our experiments, the time spent in the solution
of the ILP system was always less than 0.5 sec.
4.1 Approach

Our optimization strategy tries to compile a given input
code under (potentially multiple) energy and performance
constraints. In doing so, it employs dynamic voltage scaling. It is di erent from many of the previous studies on
dynamic voltage scaling in the sense that the voltage levels
to be used in di erent points in execution are decided by
the compiler (rather than the operating system or a kind of
hardware mechanism).1 Our optimization strategy is built
upon the idea of pre-computing the energy consumption and
execution time of multiple versions of each nest with di erent (pre-selected) voltage levels and storing them in a table.
To be more speci c, if we have M di erent nests in a given
code and N di erent voltage levels, we prepare two tables
(one for energy values and the other one for execution cycles) in which each nest has N entries (that is, a total of
NM energy values and NM execution time values). While
the technique used for selecting the voltage levels to be used
might critically in uence the success of our strategy, investigating this issue is beyond the scope of this paper. Moreover,
our approach can be modi ed to work with any number of
voltage levels and with granularities other than loop nests.
After building such a table (using the energy simulator),
our approach takes into account the energy and performance
constraints and selects a suitable supply voltage level for
each nest. It should be noted that the voltage levels se1 In fact, it would be more accurate to refer to our dynamic
scheme as the static scheme with multiple voltage levels.

lected for two consecutive nests might be di erent from each
other, and in switching from one voltage level to another,
the associated time overhead has to be accounted for. To
select voltage levels for the nests, our approach formulates
the problem as a ZILP problem and uses a publicly-available
solver [35].
Let us rst make the following de nitions:
 Ei;j : Estimated energy consumption for nest i (of the
optimized code) when the j th voltage level is used; and
 Xi;j : Estimated execution time for nest i (of the optimized code) when the j th voltage level is used,
where 1  i  M and 1  j  N . We use zero-one integer variables si;j to indicate whether the j th voltage level is
selected (as the nal voltage level) for nest i or not. Specifically, if si;j is 1 this means that the j th voltage level is
selected for nest i, if si;j is 0, it is not. Since for each nest
the nal code should contain only one voltage level, the constraint

X si;j = 1
N

(1)

j =1

should be satis ed for each nest i. Consequently, the total
energy consumption (E ) and total execution time (X ) of the
code can be expressed as:

E=

XM XN si;j Ei;j

(2)

X=

XM XN si;j Xi;j

(3)

i=1 j =1

i=1 j =1

However, changing the supply voltage between nests does
not come for free. It takes typically 100 msec to 200 msec
to switch from one voltage level to another. Consequently,
we also de ne a voltage switching overhead as follows:

O=

X X jsi;j , si+1;j j( OV HD )

M ,1 N

i=1 j =1

2

(4)

where OV HD is the time to switch between two di erent
voltage levels (e.g., a x cost such as 100 msec for any voltage level pair). By re-writing the absolute value operator
within a linear programming framework, we can re-express
the above overhead formulation as:

XX

M ,1 N
yi;j
O = ( OV 2HD )
i=1 j =1
yi;j  si;j , si+1;j
,yi;j  si;j , si+1;j

(5)

(6)
(7)
We refer to constraints (1), (2), (3), (5), (6), and (7) as the
basic constraints in the rest of this paper. Each optimization problem that we address in the following is expressed
by augmenting these basic constraints by some additional
constraints (on performance and energy) and an objective
function.

Figure 5: Normalized execution time.
4.2 Evaluation

To illustrate our constraint-based compilation strategy,
we rst consider the tomcatv program (its optimized version) from the Spec benchmarks. Figures 6(a) and (b) give,
respectively, the energy consumptions and execution times
for each nest of this code under di erent supply voltage levels. All energy values are in microjoules and all performance
numbers are in msec. We see that there is a large variation
between energy and performance values for di erent voltage
levels.
Let us assume for the moment that the overhead of switching voltages during execution is zero. We now consider different compilation strategies whose objective functions and
additional constraints (if any) are given in the second and
third columns, respectively, of Figure 7. First, let us focus
on two simple cases: Case-I and Case-II. In Case-I, we try
to minimize execution time; this is the classical objective of
a performance-oriented compilation strategy. We see from
columns 4 through 12 that in this case the highest voltage level is selected for each nest (as expected). Case-II
represents the other end of the spectrum where we strive
for minimizing the energy consumption (without any energy concerns). Obviously, the LP solver selects the lowest
voltage level for each nest. The last two columns of Figure 7
give the energy consumption (in microjoules) and execution
time (in msec) for each scenario. Now, comparing these two
columns for Case-I and Case-II, we see that compiling for
performance and energy can generate very di erent results.
For example, the execution time of Case-I is 82.5% less than
that of Case-II. On the other hand, the energy consumption
of Case-II is 25.6% less than that of Case-I.
The remaining compilation strategies in Figure 7 provide
even more interesting cases. Let us focus now on Case-III
and Case-IV, which correspond to minimizing energy consumption under performance constraints. It should be noted
that the voltage levels selected for these cases are di erent
from those selected for Case-II. We also observe that as the
execution time upper-bound is reduced from 20000 to 15000,
we see an increase in the selected voltage levels. The next
two cases (Case-V and Case-VI) represent optimizing execution time under energy constraints. When we compare the
voltage levels selected by these strategies with those selected
by Case-I, we observe that there is a general reduction in
selected voltage levels (as we now have energy constraints
to be accounted for).

Nest
n1
n2
n3
n4
n5
n6
n7
n8
n9

2.5V

3329.24
318.18
15807.6
2909.99
465.73
8660.43
544.60
6570.82
6074.30

2.3V

3236.31
315.87
14687.5
2787.87
462.76
8369.75
540.57
6337.78
5917.53

2.1V

3151.12
313.76
13660.7
2675.93
460.04
8103.30
536.88
6124.17
5773.82

Nest
2.5V 2.3V 2.1V
n1
565.66 619.45 688.01
n2
26.43
27.35
28.54
n3 6508.61 7270.75 8242.32
n4
771.44 850.70 951.75
n5
38.05
39.32
40.93
n6 1979.78 2187.87 2453.15
n7
48.77
50.82
53.41
n8 1649.88 1824.07 2046.12
n9
1125.3 1234.51 1373.72

(a) Energy Consumptions
Supply Voltage Levels
1.9V 1.7V 1.5V 1.3V

3073.68
311.84
12727.2
2574.17
457.57
7861.07
533.52
5929.97
5643.18

3003.98
310.11
11887.1
2482.58
455.31
7643.07
530.50
5755.19
5525.60

2942.03
308.58
11140.4
2401.17
453.36
7449.28
527.82
5599.83
5421.09

(b) Execution Times
Supply Voltage Levels
1.9V 1.7V
1.5V

778.24
30.11
9520.77
1084.72
43.06
2802.22
56.84
2338.31
1556.9

1.1V

0.9V

2887.82
307.23
10487.0
2329.94
451.63
7279.72
525.47
5463.90
5329.64

2841.35
306.08
9926.92
2268.88
450.15
7134.39
523.46
5347.38
5251.25

2802.63
305.12
9460.20
2218.00
448.91
7013.27
521.78
5250.28
5185.93

1.3V

1.1V

0.9V

901.91 1080.95 1360.71 1850.86 2888.74
32.25
35.35
40.19
48.68
66.65
11273.2 13810.00 17774.1 24719.4 39425.8
1266.98 1530.83 1943.12 2665.47 4195.03
45.98
50.21
58.82
68.39
92.89
3280.7 3973.35 5055.72 6952.05 10967.5
61.53
68.32
78.94
97.55 136.94
2738.83 3318.63 4224.63 5811.98 9173.16
1808.00 2171.49 2739.5 3734.66 5841.89

Figure 6: Energy and performance numbers for each nest of tomcatv under di erent supply voltage levels.
Case

Objective

Case-I
Case-II
Case-III
Case-IV
Case-V
Case-VI
Case-VII
Case-VIII
Case-IX
Case-X

min X
min E
min E
min E
min X
min X
min E
min E
min X + O
min X + O

Additional
Constraints

none
none
X  20000
X  15000
E  40000
E  36000
X + O  20000
X + O  15000
E  40000
E  36000

n1

2.5V
0.9V
1.9V
1.9V
1.9V
1.5V
1.9V
2.3V
1.7V
1.5V

n2

2.5V
0.9V
1.5V
1.9V
1.9V
1.3V
1.9V
2.3V
2.1V
1.5V

Selected Supply Voltage Levels
n3 n4 n5 n6 n7

2.5V
0.9V
1.7V
2.3V
1.9V
1.5V
1.9V
2.3V
2.1V
1.5V

2.5V
0.9V
1.9V
2.1V
2.1V
1.3V
1.5V
2.1V
1.9V
1.3V

2.5V
0.9V
1.5V
1.9V
1.9V
1.3V
1.5V
2.1V
1.9V
1.3V

2.5V
0.9V
1.9V
2.1V
2.1V
1.3V
1.7V
2.1V
1.9V
1.3V

2.5V
0.9V
1.3V
2.1V
2.1V
1.5V
1.7V
2.1V
1.9V
1.3V

n8

2.5V
0.9V
1.9V
2.1V
2.3V
1.5V
1.7V
2.1V
1.9V
1.5V

n9

2.5V
0.9V
1.9V
2.1V
2.1V
1.5V
1.7V
2.1V
1.9V
1.5V

Energy
Consumed
44680.9
33206.1
38256.6
41745.0
40000.0
36000.0
38421.4
41913.8
39977.9
36000.0

Exec.
Time

12713.9
72788.6
19998.1
15000.0
17026.3
27546.0
19800.1
14836.6
17054.8
27549.7

Figure 7: Di erent compilation strategies and selected supply voltages for each nest (tomcatv).
So far, we assumed that the overhead of switching voltages between nests is zero. The remaining cases in Figure 7
assume the use of an external voltage regulator that requires
100msec for voltages to change from one value to another.
As the voltage regulator is external to the design, we do not
model the energy consumption of the regulator itself during
either regular operation or the transition phases. Further,
the transition phase consumes less than 1% more energy
than normal operation in some implementations [14]. Note
that X + O correspond to the execution time with voltage
conversion overhead included. It is easy to see that when the
overhead is taken into account, the ILP solver tends to keep
the supply voltage at the same level (between neighboring
nests) as much as possible. It should be mentioned that the
execution times given for the last four cases under the last
column does not contain the time spent in voltage conversion
(the cumulative voltage conversion time can easily be calculated, though, by counting the number of times the supply
voltage switches). We also observe that even in these cases,
compiling for energy and compiling for performance generate
very di erent results (both from the selected voltages and
from the nal energy/performance numbers perspectives).
We next focus on the remaining codes in our experimental suite and show the bene ts of compiler-directed dynamic

voltage scaling. Note that both static voltage scaling (Section 3) and dynamic voltage scaling (this section) can reduce the energy consumption of a given code under performance (execution time) constraints. However, dynamic
voltage scaling has more exibility in selecting voltages; so,
under the same execution time constraint, it can generate
better energy results than static voltage scaling. As an example, assume a code that contains two separate nests, n1
and n2, that can execute under two supply voltages, 2.3V
and 1.9V. Assume further that the energy consumption of n1
under 2.3V and 1.9V are 2000 microjoules and 1000 microjoules and that the corresponding execution times are 400
msec and 500 msec. Let n2 has the same energy and performance values as n1 for these voltage levels. Now, assuming
that we want to minimize energy while keeping the execution
time less than or equal to 900 msec (that is, any execution
time less than or equal to 900 msec is equally acceptable),
the static approach has only one choice: keeping the supply
voltage at 2.3V for both the nests. In this case, the total
execution time is 800 msec and the energy consumption is
4000 microjoules. Note that using a 1.9V supply voltage
for both the nests would violate the performance (execution
time) constraint. On the other hand, our dynamic voltage
scaling approach can set the supply voltage to 1.9V in one

Figure 8: Percentage energy improvements over
static voltage scaling.
of the nests (and 2.3V in the other) without violating the
execution time constraint. Note that the energy consumption in this case is 3000 microjoules (25% less). This small
example shows how dynamic voltage scaling can generate
better energy behavior than static voltage scaling.
Figure 8 shows the percentage energy savings brought
about by dynamic approach over static voltage scaling. For
each benchmark, two di erent execution time upper limits
are tested. The limit values (in msec) are written within
parentheses following the name of the benchmark (on the
x-axis). Also, for each experiment, the voltage level selected
by the static approach is written on top of the corresponding
bar. We see from these results that dynamic voltage scalings
saves, on the average, 15.3% more energy than static voltage
scaling. We also note that as compared to other codes, our
approach is less successful with aps and tsf as these two
benchmark codes contain very few nests, making it dicult
to apply dynamic voltage scaling.
5.

RELATED WORK

Chandrakasan et al. [10] address the problem of automatically nding computational structures that result in the
lowest power consumption for a speci ed throughput given
a high-level algorithmic speci cation. In fact, our work is
similar in spirit to their work except for the fact that we
would like to optimize software rather than hardware and
that the constraints considered in these two studies are different (i.e., execution time in our case and throughput in
their case). Also, while they rely on high-level synthesis
tools, we employ an optimizing compiler. We believe that
in an embedded system design environment, these two studies are complementary.
Microprocessors that support dynamic voltage scaling (DVS)
have been available, such as such as Transmeta's Crusoe,
Intel's Xscale, AMD's K6-IIIE+, and the prototypes from
U.C., Berkeley [4] and from Delft University of Technology
[34]. Current implementations have 200-800 MHz CPU core
and take about 75-520 microseconds to perform voltage scaling. With such high latency of transition, the frequency of
dynamically changing voltage need to be taken extreme care.
There are many proposals for power management of a
DVS-capable processor. Most of them are at operating system level and are either task-based (e.g., [42, 25, 19, 32, 28,

37]) or interval-based (e.g., [40, 16]). While some proposals
aim at reducing energy without compromising performance,
a recent study by Grunwald et al. [17] observed noticeable
performance loss for some interval-based algorithms using
actual measurements.
Our ILP-based compiler strategy is similar to some of the
proposed task-based approaches. However, our methodology di ers from theirs in at least two aspects. First of all,
unlike their work, we do not use analytical models to evaluate the performance and energy at di erent voltage levels.
Instead, we estimated the performance and energy using the
simulator. These analytical models assume a perfect memory model and may predict far o for the codes that involve cache misses. Secondly, these algorithms do not take
the scaling overhead into account. As we mentioned above,
these long latency overheads need to be considered as well.
Otherwise, too many scalings will degrade the performance
signi cantly.
Whether to exploit opportunities for voltage scaling mainly
in the operating system or through hardware and/or compilation techniques is still an open question. For the compiler level approach, Hsu et al. implemented a compiler
that identi es single or multiple program regions that can
be slowed down without signi cant performance impact [20,
22, 23]. Other methodologies include the work in [31] that
instruments program regions to compensate for the worstcase execution time assumption when determining a voltage
scaling schedule. For the hardware level approach, Ghiasi
et al. [15] and Childers et al. [11] suggested using desired
IPC rate to direct the voltage scaling. Marculescu in [30]
proposed to use cache misses as the scaling points.
Our work is mostly similar to the approach by Hsu et
al. [20] and their compiler implementation [22, 23]. However, there are signi cant di erences. Their compiler uses a
non-linear analytical model to predict the performance and
energy at di erent voltage levels, while ours uses simulation
results for discrete voltage levels. As a result, their dynamic
voltage scaling algorithm is formulated as a non-linear integer programming problem, while we are able to use a linear
integer programming formulation. Their work targets superscalar and out-of-order issue architectures, and ours assumes
a single-issue embedded processor. Finally, we exploit the
di erence between the unoptimized execution time and the
optimized execution time. In contrast, they assume an user
provided performance slack, for instance in the range of 1%
to 10% of optimized codes [23].
Extensive research on optimizing compilers has been carried out in many years and targets at high performance.
However, there is a growing interest in optimizing software
for low power. While most of the researches on compiling
for low power investigate the back-end optimizations such
as reducing bit switching activity in buses, we address in
this paper the high-level optimizations, especially loop-level
transformations.
Kandemir et al. [26] found out that loop-level transformations such as tiling tend to reduce memory energy usage
at the cost of increasing CPU energy usage [26]. This tradeo has been recently studied by Hsu and Kremer[21]. They
found out that, in some cases, more aggressive optimizations
introduce signi cant CPU workload with marginal performance improvement. As a result, not only it may increase
the entire system energy usage, but also it prohibits the dynamic voltage scaling to be applied e ectively.

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
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